Abstract: Autonomous landing is the most difficult maneuver in a quadrotor mission because of challenges like (i) external disturbances causing deviation from the desired trajectory resulting in a crash and (ii) inaccuracy of GPS based landing due to localization errors. In this paper, we use onboard vision to detect and estimate the landing pad coordinates accurately. We develop a novel closing velocity controller and integrate it with pure pursuit guidance law to achieve faster and accurate landing in 3D as compared to traditional vertical landing approaches. We test the efficacy of the proposed controller for stationary and moving landing pad through simulations and validate the controller through outdoor experiments for a stationary landing pad.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous landing of quadrotors is desirable in applications like, surveillance [Geng et al. [2013] ], agriculture, search and rescue operations and mapping [Maini and Sujit [2015] ]. However, these missions are often host to harsh environments which can cause uncontrolled deviations (during the landing process) resulting in a crash. In addition to this, the limited flight time and nonlinear dynamics of the vehicles make precise and time efficient autonomous landing a challenging problem. Sensing and control are the two essential components of an autonomous landing process. Camera vision is a popular technique to detect the landing pad (also referred to as the target) and extract information like location, size, pattern etc [Jung et al. [2015] ; Cocchioni et al. [2015] ]. Two types of approaches can be considered to maneuver a quadrotor (also referred to as the UAV interchangeably), once the landing pad location is known. The first approach integrates the problem of vehicle guidance and control into a single loop where as, the second approach separates the two problems into two separate loops as shown in figure 1. The outer guidance loop, using target information, generates guidance commands which in general refers to the determination of heading from vehicle's current location to a designated target. The inner loop controls the UAV attitude according to the reference guidance commands. Autonomous landing has been attempted using integrated approach techniques, such as nonlinear control techniques, intelligent control techniques and robust control techniques [Gautam et al. [2014] ]. These techniques have been exhaustively tested on simulations but not on hardware. Moreover, a modular approach consisting of two loops is more suited for low cost vehicles and real time flight applications, since it is more flexible and offers finer control without interfering with low level attitude control loops. [Gautam et al. [2015] ]. Guidance based landing techniques focusing on the outer loop, such as nonlinear pursuit guidance [Kim et al. [2013] Mun Min [2007] ] have been proposed for fixed wings. The guidance based landing techniques for quadrotors have been limited to vertical landing approaches only, to the best of our knowledge [Alkowatly et al. [2014] ; ByoungMun Min [2007] ]. In this approach, quadrotor tracks the target moving along a linear path until it is directly above the landing pad and then descends vertically to land. This can result in increased flight time during the landing process.
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In this paper, we propose a pure pursuit based guidance law to land on a stationary as well as a moving target. Using the guidance commands, the quadcopter approaches the target while simultaneously descending in altitude, thus following a more efficient trajectory, as shown in Fig. 2 to reach the target in a time efficient manner. Though, this approach can result in a faster landing, a simple pure pursuit guidance law inherently doesn't have the capability to complete the landing process successfully. For landing applications it is essential that, there are no abrupt changes in the velocity of the UAV and a consistent relative motion is maintained between the UAV and target, subsequently resulting in minimum relative velocity at touchdown. In addition to this, explicit control over the velocity profile is crucial in many application. To this end, we propose a log of polynomial velocity controller and integrate it with the pure pursuit guidance law. We test the efficacy of the guidance law extensively on simulations and also in real world conditions through outdoor hardware experiments. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the common notations used throughout the paper. Sections 3 and 4 provide basics of 2D and 3D pure pursuit guidance and its integration with proposed velocity controller for landing applications. Sections 5 and 6 present the simulation and hardware results respectively followed by conclusion in section 7.
NOMENCLATURE
• xy and z : horizontal plane and vertical axis.
• u and t : UAV and target.
• V u , χ u and γ : UAV speed (m/s), course angle and flight path angle.
• V t and χ t : Target speed (m/s) and course angle.
• V • R xy ,Ṙ xy : Line of sight (LOS) distance in xy plane.
• R 0 xy : Initial LOS distance in xy plane.
• R z ,Ṙ z : vertical distance between UAV and target.
• R : LOS distance between UAV and target.
• θ,θ : LOS angle.
• ψ,ψ : Projection of LOS angle on xy plane.
• a xy , a z : Guidance commands generated in 3D space.
All distances are in meters and angles in radians. First order derivatives represent the rate of change w.r.t time.
BASICS OF PURE PURSUIT (PP) GUIDANCE
In this section, we provide basics of 2D pure pursuit guidance law [Shneydor [1998] ] for completeness and we extend it to 3D for quadrotor landing applications.
2D Pure Pursuit Guidance
Consider a planar UAV-target engagement geometry as shown in Fig. 3 . The target is assumed to be nonmaneuvering (V t and χ t are constant).Ṙ xy andψ can be expressed as,
ψ = (V t sin(χ t − ψ) − V u sin(χ u − ψ))/R xy . (2) Guidance command (a xy ) is the lateral acceleration applied normal to velocity vector and is related toχ u as, (χ u → ψ,χ u =ψ) then it will ultimately intercept it. Thus, a xy for simple pure pursuit can be expressed as,
where K a > 0 is the gain.
3D Pure Pursuit guidance
We consider a typical landing scenario with the target moving on the ground in XY plane and UAV starting from an initial position (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ). The target is assumed to be non-maneuvering and visible at the start of landing phase. Fig. 4 shows the engagement geometry for a UAV landing on the target. Expressions for UAV-target distance and course and flight path angles are given as,
Expressions ofṘ xy ,Ṙ z ,ψ andθ are derived similar to the 2D case as,
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